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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of building and evalu-
ating models of the temporal interpretation of a discourse in
Natural Language. The extraction of temporal information
is a complicated task as it is not limited to finding pieces
of information at specific places in a text. A lot of tempo-
ral data is made of relations between events, or relations
between events and dates. Building such information is
highly context-dependent, taking into account information
more than a sentence at a time. Moreover it is not clear
what the target representation should be: the way it is done
by human beings is still a subject of study in itself. It seems
to require some sort of reasoning, either purely temporal
or involving complex world knowledge. This is the reason
why evaluating this task is also problematic when trying to
design a system for it. We present a method for enriching
the detection of event-to-event relations with a basic rea-
soning model, that can be also used for helping to compare
the extraction of temporal information by a system and by
a human being. We have experimented with this method
on a set of texts, comparing a very basic model of tense
interpretation with a more complex model inspired by the
Reichenbach’s well-known theory of narrative discourse.

1. Introduction

This paper focuses on the extraction of temporal in-
formations in texts, and on the issue of evaluating a sys-
tem automating the task. While the semantics of temporal
markers and the temporal structure of discourse are well-
developed subjects in formal linguistics [20], the investiga-
tion of quantifiable systematic annotations of unrestricted
texts is a somewhat recent topic. The issue has started to
generate some interest in computational linguistics [7], as
it is potentially an important component in information ex-

traction, automatic summarization or question-answer sys-
tems, generating some international effort towards a stan-
dard mark-up scheme for temporal information, TimeML
(www.timeml.org ). This effort has been only partially
related to the vast literature on temporal representation and
reasoning in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Knowledge
Representation (KR).

While detecting dates and temporal expressions (such as
after a few days, last year, at two o’clock,...) is not a very
difficult problem, relating such expressions with events in-
troduced by verbs require some syntactic analysis [21, 18].
Stamping events with a precise date is even more difficult,
as this kind of information is not always available or is
highly contextual [5]. Finding events denoted by nominal
phrases (e.g. World War I, the destruction of Troy) is not an
easy task in general either, if they are not present in a typical
prepositional phrase such as after World War I, and requires
a specific lexicon.

Then there is an amount of information that is expressed
only with relations between temporal entities (something
happens before/during/after something else), and this level
of vagueness raises new problems. First, the relations best
suited to that task must be chosen among many propo-
sitions, (linguistically oriented or more concerned with
knowledge representation issues) Then, the target represen-
tation must be compared and evaluated with respect to some
standard. But the way it is done by human beings is still a
subject of study in itself [15], and while it seems to require
some sort of reasoning, either purely temporal or involving
complex world knowledge, it is still unclear what represen-
tations humans have of the temporal ordering of events in a
text they read.

The main proposal made for human annotation by [17],
and imported in the TimeML recommendations, is to have a
set of relations associated with a few rules of inference that
are supposed to give a transitive closure of an annotation
that can be the target of comparisons. This used a specific



model that was somewhat unaware of the large KR/AI tra-
dition of temporal representation and reasoning. The use of
a more well-studied inference model is advocated in [13],
also as an arguably cleaner way of separating the problem
of the intended representation of information from the pro-
cess of handling and evaluating it. We use it here to com-
pare a few strategies in extracting the temporal ordering of
events in natural language texts.

The paper is organised as follows: we present the dif-
ferent linguistic levels at which some temporal information
can be expressed, then we discuss the problem of comparing
temporal annotations and the need for an inference model.
We also present a few procedures to extract temporal rela-
tions between events and how they compare according to
the methodology we proposed.

2. Structuring temporal information expressed
in NL

The kind of temporal information that can be found in
texts involves three classical levels: lexico-syntactic, se-
mantic and pragmatic, and we deal with them separately.

At the lexico-syntactic level, we have specific temporal
markers and patterns that group together expressions corre-
sponding to similar semantic types of temporal adjuncts as
follows (translated from their French counterparts):

• non absolute dates ("March 25th", "in june"),

• absolute dates "July 14th, 1789",

• dates, relative to utterance time ("two years ago"),

• dates, relative to some temporal focus ("3 days later"),

• absolute dates, with imprecise reference ("in the begin-
ning of the 80s"),

• basic durations ("during 3 years"),

• durations with two dates (from February, 11 to Octo-
ber, 27. . . ),

• absolute durations ("starting July 14"),

• relative durations, w.r.t utterance time ("for a year"),

• relative durations, w.r.t temporal focus ("since"),

• temporal atoms (three days, four years, . . . ).

At the semantic level, each type of adjunct (date or duration)
gets values for each instantiated attribute among: starting
time, ending time, duration, type (absolute/relative). This
uses only parts of the TimeML coding standard for dates
and durations that are relevant for the following treatments.

Then, according to each type of temporal adjunct, we
try to establish a link between an event and any temporal
adjunct present in the same syntactic clause (the event is
before, after, or during a date, or receive a duration that can
be used later on).

At the pragmatic level, which is the level we want to
investigate more precisely and the one in need of a method-
ology, we handle the semantic of verb tenses with respect
to the temporal structure of a discourse (how tenses are
chained, and what this means for relations between events
for instance), how temporal references evolve through the
interpretation and the role of the structure of discourse1.
More details are given sections 4, 5.

3. Evaluating annotations

3.1. The problem of comparing temporal models of
the same text

What we want to annotate is something close to the tem-
poral model built by a human reader of a text; as such, it
may involve some form of reasoning, based on various cues
(lexical or discursive), and that may be expressed in sev-
eral ways. As was noticed by [17], it is difficult to reach a
good agreement between human annotators, as they can ex-
press relations between events in different, yet equivalent,
ways. For instance, they can say that an event e1 happens
during another one e2, and that e2 happens before e3, leav-
ing implicit that e1 too is before e3, while another might
list explicitely all relations. One option could be to ask for
a relation between all pairs of events in a given text, but
this would be demanding a lot from human subjects, since
they would be asked for n × (n − 1)/2 judgments, most of
which would be hard to make explicit. Another option, fol-
lowed by [17] is to use a few rules of inference (similar to
the example seen above), and to compare the closures (with
respect to these rules) of the human annotations. Such rules
are of the form "if r1 holds between x and y, and r2 holds
between y and z, then r3 holds between x and z". Then
one can measure the agreement between annotations with
classical precision and recall on the set of triplets (event
x,event y,relation). This is certainly an improvement, but
[17] points out that humans still forget available informa-
tion, so that it is necessary to help them spell out completely
the information they should have annotated. Setzer esti-
mates that an hour is needed on average for a text with a
number of 15 to 40 events, and subjects get tired of it very
quickly.

1This aspect has not been studied here as it raises many more theoretical
questions, see [3], and might not be ready yet for the kind of evaluation we
have in mind; but see a preliminary report in [10].



3.2. Separating the inference model from the anno-
tation scheme

The previously introduced method has two shortcom-
ings. First, the choice of temporal relations proposed to
annotators, i.e. "before", "after", "during", and "simultane-
ously", is arbitrary and somewhat ill defined (the latter is de-
fined as "roughly at the same time", [17], p.81). The second
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Figure 1. Allen Relations between two inter-
vals X and Y (Time flows from left to right)

problem is related to the inferential model considered, as it
is only partial. Even though the exact mental processing of
such information is still beyond reach, and thus any claim
to cognitive plausibility is questionable, there are more pre-
cise frameworks for reasoning about temporal information.
For instance the well-studied Allen’s relation algebra (see
Figure 1). Here, relations between two time intervals are
derived from all the possibilities for the respective position
of those interval endpoints (before, after or same), yielding
13 relations2. These relations are now the possible relations
between events in the TimeML scheme. What this frame-
work can also express are more general relations between
events, such as disjunctive relations (relation between event
1 and event 2 is relation A or relation B), and reasoning on
such knowledge. We think it is important at least to relate
annotation relations to a clear temporal model, even if this
model is not directly used.

Besides, we believe that measuring agreement on the ba-
sis of a more complete "event calculus" will be more pre-
cise, if we accept to infer disjunctions of atomic relations.
Then we want to give a better score to the annotation "A or
B" when A is true, than to an annotation where nothing is
said. Section 3.4 gives more details about this problem.

In order to validate the method, we have to compare the
results given by the system with a "manual" annotation. It is
not really realistic to ask humans (experts or not) for Allen
relations between events. They are too numerous and some

2In the following (and Table 2) they will be abbreviated with their first
letters, adding an "i" for their inverse relations. So, for instance, "before"
is "b" and "after" is "bi" (b(x,y)≡ bi(y,x)).

are too precise to be useful alone, and it is probably dan-
gerous to ask for disjunctive information (it remains to be
seen what the TimeML conventions will yield in that re-
spect, as they force the annotator to choose one and only
one of Allen’s relations). But we still want to have anno-
tation relations with a clear semantics, that we could link
to Allen’s algebra to infer and compare information about
temporal situations. Here we have chosen relations similar
to that of [4] (as in [9]), who inspired Allen; these relations
are equivalent to certain sets of Allen relations, as shown
in Table 1. We thought they were rather intuitive, seem to
have an appropriate level of granularity, and since three of
them are enough to describe situations (the other 3 being the
converse relations), they are not to hard to use by naive an-
notators. This would have to be confirmed by an empirical
study on a set of annotators.

Table 1 give their definition from Allen relations. Re-
lations "includes" and "is_included" can be applied when
two relations have the same temporal extent, for simplicity
(since this is very rare), and it is also possible to indicate
that two expressions refer to the same event (they are then
treated as only one node).

3.3. The inference model

We have argued in favor of the use of Allen relations
for defining annotating temporal relations, not only because
they have a clear semantics, but also because a lot of work
has been done on inference procedures over constraints ex-
pressed with these relations. We therefore believe that a
good way of avoiding the pitfalls of choosing relations for
human annotation and of defining inference patterns for
these relations is to define them from Allen relations and
use relational algebra computation to infer all possible re-
lations between events of a text (i.e. saturate the constraint
graph, see below), both from a human annotation and an an-
notation given by a system, and then to compare the two. In
this perspective, any event is considered to correspond to a
convex time interval.

The set of all relations between pairs of events is then
seen as a graph of constraints, which can be completed with
inference rules. The saturation of the graph of relations is
not done with a few handcrafted rules of the form (relation
between e1 and e2) + (relation between e2 and e3) gives (a
simple relation between e1 and e3) but with the use of the
full algebra of Allen relations. This will reach a more com-
plete description of temporal information, and also gives a
way to detect inconsistencies in an annotation (which can
be useful for a human annotator).

An algebra of relations can be defined on any set of
relations that are mutually exclusive (two relations cannot
hold at the same time between two entities) and exhaus-
tive (at least one relation must hold between two given en-



BEFORE ∀ i ∀ j (i before j ⇔ ((i b j) ∨ (i m j)))
AFTER ∀ i ∀ j (i after j ⇔ ((i bi j) ∨ (i mi j)))

OVERLAPS ∀ i ∀ j (i overlaps j ⇔ ((i o j)))
IS_OVERLAPPED ∀ i ∀ j (i is_overlapped j ⇔ ((i oi j)))

INCLUDES ∀ i ∀ j (i includes j ⇔ ((i di j) ∨ (i si j) ∨ (i fi j) ∨ (i e j)))
IS_INCLUDED ∀ i ∀ j (i is_included j ⇔ ((i d j) ∨ (i s j) ∨ (i f j) ∨ (i e j)))

Table 1. Relations proposed for annotation

tities). The algebra starts from a set of atomic relations U=
{r1, r2, ...}, and a general relation is a subset of U, inter-
preted as a disjunction of the relations it contains. From
there we can define union and intersection of relations as
classical set union and intersection of the base relations they
consist of. Moreover, one can define a composition of rela-
tions as follows:

(r1 ◦ r2)(x, z) ↔ ∃y r1(x, y) ∧ r2(y, z)

By computing beforehand the 13×13 compositions of base
relations of U, we can compute the composition of any two
general relations (because r ∩ r′ =Ø when r, r′ are basic
and r 6= r′):

{r1, r2, ...rk} ◦ {s1, s2, ...sm} =
⋃

i,j

(ri ◦ sj)

Saturating the graph of temporal constraints means apply-
ing these rules to all compatible pairs of constraints in the
graph and iterating until a fixpoint is reached. The follow-
ing, so-called "path-consistency" algorithm [2] ensures this
fixpoint is reached:

Let A = the set of all edges of the graph, N = the set
of vertices of the graph, U = the disjunction of all 13 Allen
relations, Rm,n = the current relation between nodes m and
n

1. changed = False

2. for all pair of nodes (i, j) ∈ N ×N and for all k ∈ N
such that ((i, k) ∈ A ∧ (k, j) ∈ A)

(a) R1i,j = (Ri,k ◦ Rk,j)

(b) if no edge (a relation R2i,j) existed before be-
tween i and j, then R2i,j = U

(c) intersect: Ri,j = R1i,j ∩ R2i,j

(d) if Ri,j = ∅ (inconsistency detected) then : error

(e) if Ri,j = U (=no information) do nothing
else update edge; changed = True

3. if changed, then go back to 1.

This algorithm is proven to be correct: if it detects an in-
consistency then there is really one, but incomplete in gen-
eral (it does not necessarily detect an inconsistent situation).

Allen’s original algorithm can be improved in various ways
(using reference intervals to build clusters on which local
consistency is enforced for instance), but this was not re-
ally necessary here since the graphs are rather small. There
are sub-algebras for which this procedure is also complete,
and it would be interesting to see if annotations are part of
such a sub-algebras (see [16] for more details about tempo-
ral constraints and algorithms).

3.4. Comparing two temporal graphs

To abstract away from particulars of a given annotation
for some text, and thus to be able to compare the under-
lying temporal model described by an annotation, we try to
measure a similarity between annotations given by a system
and human ones, from the saturated graphs of detected tem-
poral relations. We do not want to limit the comparison to
"simple" (atomic) relations, as in [17], because it makes the
evaluation very dependent on the choice of relations, and we
think it can give a misleading impression of how good the
system performs (consider for instance the extreme case of
a non-consistent annotation that could not be detected when
looking only for basic relations).

We also want to have a gradual measure of the impreci-
sion of the system annotation. For instance, finding there
is a "before or during" relation between two events is better
than proposing "after" if the human put down "before", and
it is less good than the correct answer "before".

Actually we are after two different notions. The first one
is the consistency of the system’s annotation with the hu-
man’s: the information in the text can never contradict the
system’s annotation, i.e. the former implies the latter. The
second notion is how precise the information given by the
system is. A very disjunctive information is less precise
than a simple one, for instance (a or b or c) is less precise
than (a or b) if a correct answer is (a).

In order to measure these, we use two elementary com-
parison functions between two sets of relations S and H
(each set has as members the basic relations that constitutes
the disjunction), where S is the annotation proposed by the
system and H is the annotation inferred from what was pro-
posed by the human:

finesse = |S∩H|
|S| coherence = |S∩H|

|H|



The global score of an annotation is the average of a mea-
sure on all edges that have information according to the hu-
man annotation (this excludes edges with the universal dis-
junction U) once the graph is saturated.

Finesse is intended to measure the quantity of accurate
information the system gets, while coherence gives an es-
timate of errors the system makes with respect to informa-
tion in the text. Finesse and coherence thus are somewhat
similar respectively to recall and precision, but we decided
to use new terms to avoid confusion ("precision" being an
ambiguous term when dealing with gradual measures, as it
could mean how close the measure is to the maximum 1).

Obviously if S=H on all edges, all measures are equal to
1. If the system gives no information at all, S is a disjunction
of all relations so H ⊆ S, H ∩ S = H and coherence=1,
but then finesse is very low.

These measures can of course be used to estimate agree-
ment between annotators.

4. Stages for the extraction of temporal rela-
tions

We will now present our method to achieve the task
of annotating automatically event relations, before going
through a small example. The starting point was raw text
plus its broadcast date. We then applied the following steps
prior to discourse interpretation:

• part of speech tagging, with some post-processing to
locate some lexicalised prepositional phrases and mark
specific lexical items (days, months,...);

• partial parsing with a cascade of regular expressions
analysers (cf. [1]; we also used Abney’s Cass software
to apply the rules). This was done to extract dates,
temporal adjuncts, various temporal markers, and to
achieve a somewhat coarse clause-splitting (one finite
verb in each clause) and to attach temporal adjuncts to
the appropriate clause (this is of course a potentially
large source of errors). Relative clauses are extracted
and put at the end of their sentence of origin, in a way
similar to [5].

• date computation to precise temporal locations of
events associated with explicit, yet imprecise, tempo-
ral information, such as dates relative to the time of the
text (e.g. last monday).

• for each event associated to a temporal adjunct, a tem-
poral relation is established, with a date when possible.

At this point we have a sequence of events (recording
also their types and tenses) with some relations between

these events and dates (noted t1, t2, ...) recognized in the
text:

input = 〈(e1, {(e1R1,j1tj1), ...}), (e2, {...}), ...〉

Then we consider the following steps:

1. filtering of events according to their lexical type (to
exclude e.g. states, reports, or aspectual constructions
and focus on "occurrences", in the TimeML terminol-
ogy).

2. chaining constraints: a set of discourse rules is used to
establish possible relations between two events appear-
ing consecutively in the text, according to the tenses
of the verbs introducing the events. These rules for
French are similar to rules for English proposed in
[6, 19, 8], but are expressed with Allen relations in-
stead of a set of ad hoc relations. Let tense(ej) be
the tense of the verbe denoting event i in the text.
Then V (tense(ei), tense(ei−1)) denotes the possible
relations between two successive events having the
same tense as ei and ei−1, and it is taken from Table
2. For instance, if both event are simple past events,
Vsp,sp = {e, b, m, s, d, f, o}

These rules are only applied when no temporal marker
(such as "when", "after that", "then",...) indicates a
specific relation between the two events or when com-
puting dates does not conflict with the result (leading
to an inconsistent temporal graph).

3. temporal perspective handling: introducing state vari-
ables following Reichenbach [14] : E: the event ref-
erence point (the current narrative location, which is
an event), S: speech time, R: the temporal perspec-
tive point (another event). Rules are used to deter-
mine how these variables change during the interpre-
tation, according to various cues, the main one being
a change of tense. For instance, a series of past tense
verbs have as reference point the last event introduced
(so E=R and E < ei for each new simple past event ei,
which then becomes R) while the use of the pluperfect
shifts the temporal perspective point (if ej has tense
pluperfect, ej < R, and for each subsequent pp event,
E < ej < R). The relations due to Reichenbach are
summed up Table 3. Actually we observed that the or-
dering relation he assumed is too strong in practice, so
the one we used is less constrained, we replace prece-
dence with {b, m, s, f, d, o, e} (before or included or
overlap). The only tenses that depend on a temporal
perspective are the pluperfect and the future perfect.
Details and an example are given below.

The basic algorithm only applies the second step (see
example below). The more elaborate one derived from



Reichenbach does some filtering and then handles vari-
ables as follows (mixing chaining constraints with tempo-
ral perspective):i − 1 is the index of the previously han-
dled event, i is the current event index. At the beginning,
E=R=the first event.

1. get all possible relations
relVi−1,i = V (tense(ei), tense(ei−1))
between tenses of events i − 1 and i from Table 2

2. if a relation (eirelDi−1,iei−1) can be inferred from
input (by date computation),

(a) rel = relDi−1,i ∩ relVi−1,i (intersect the
relations)

(b) if (rel 6= ∅), (relate current event i with E, R
and S, according to its tense, following table 3,
and to i − 1, if it’s not already E or R)

i. add to graph: (E relE,i ei), (R relR,i ei),
(S relS,i ei), (ei−1 rel ei)

ii. if (there is change of tense to a new one not
dependant on R), then (reinitialise R and E).

iii. else if (rel ∈ { b , m , o }), then (E = ei)
iv. else if (rel ∈ { bi , mi , oi }), (R = E);

(E = ei)

(c) else (rel = ∅), record (ei−1 relDi−1,i ei) (just
keep the date constraint if any was found)
and reinitialise R et E (we found an inconsistency
so there must have been a narrative shift)

3. else [¬ ( ∃ relDi−1,i )], update S, R, E 3 as in 2)b) and
the temporal graph.

5. Example of the processing pipeline

We will use the following text, extracted (and slightly
modified for simplicity, since most sentences in the texts
are very long) from a text of our corpus, dated Monday,
June 2nd, 2003.

Les chances de percée au sommet d’Aqaba
ont diminué (lundi). Le Premier Ministre is-
raélien Ariel Sharon, son homologue palestinien
Mahmoud Abbas et M. Bush se sont réunis, et
ont échoué à trouver un accord sur le calen-
drier à suivre. La possibilité d’un cessez-le-feu
avait été évoquée mais avait été rejetée.

Translation: Chances of a breakthrough at the Aqaba sum-
mit decreased (Monday). PM A. Sharon, PM M. Abbas
and P. G. Bush met, and failed to agree on a schedule.
The possibility of a cease-fire had been considered but
had been rejected.

3As before, update follows table 3.

The preprocessing consists in tokenizing (separating
words) lemmatizing and morphosyntactically tagging the
text, yielding for the beginning of the second sentence (tags
used are from the well-known Penn Treebank format, added
with specific tags for verbs and time related words):

le/dta chance/nn de/of percée/nn à/a le/dta som-
met/nn de/of Aqaba/nnp avoir/aux_pres dimin-
uer/ver_ppas lundi/day...

Then the shallow parser can be applied. It is made of pattern
matching rule of the form : rewrite a sequence of "dta nn"
as "nx" (noun chunk), divided in stages where the output of
each stage is the input of the next. The previous sentence
would then be analysed as (brackets indicates the hierarchi-
cal structure; some simplifications in the structure are made
for clarity, as there are many levels of noun phrases)

[c0
[np2

[np [nx [dta le]
[nn chances]]]

[of de]
[np [nx [nn percée]]]
[a à]
[np [nx

[dta le][nn sommet]
[name [of de][nnp Aqaba]]]]]]

[vx [ver_pc
[aux_pres avoir]
[ver_ppas diminuer]]]

[cct [daterelST [day lundi]]]
] ...

Here c0 indicates a basic clause, whith only one finite
verb in it. The semantic interpretation of the sentence can
thus be done, where any temporal adverbial (cct structures)
is given a value if possible and is related to the event in the
same clause, according to its type. Here "lundi" belongs
to the category of date-relative-to-speech-time, and since it
is used with a past-tensed verb it is computed as the mon-
day before speech time, so is given the value (2003-5-26).
Besides, as the adverbial phrase is a direct adjunct of the
verb, it is assumed to be a simple localisation (so the event
in included in the date). Every time another date is added
to the interpretation, we compute any qualitative relation
we can find with every date already introduced, using their
computed value (including duration calculus is there is any).
For the example text, the dates detected are (t0=date of the
publication):

t3 : 2003-5-26 (lundi)
t0 : 2003-6-2

So we also have that t0 < t3 Here the system consid-
ered that a past tense used with "lundi" (monday) in the first
sentence meant last monday before the publication of the
text (while it is a (unsual) way of referring to the day of the
publication in AFP news texts).



e1/e2 imp pqp pres sp
imp o, e, s, d, f, si, di, fi bi, mi, oi e, b o, d, s, f, e, si, di, fi
pqp b, m,o, e, s, d, f b, m, o, e, s, d, f, bi, mi e, b b, m, o
pres U U b, m, o, si, di, fi, e U
sp b, m, o, e, s, d, f e, s, d, f, bi, mi e, b e, b, m, s, d, f, o

Table 2. Possible temporal relations between two successive events according to their tenses,
for the main relevant tenses, sp=simple past and perfect, imp=French imparfait, pqp=pluperfect,
pres=present; U stands for the universal relation (no information)

Tense of current event relations between event i and E,R,S

Plus-que-parfait (pluperfect) E < i < R < S
Passé simple (simple past)/Imparfait E = R < i < S

Present i ⊂ S, E = R
Simple Future S < E = R < i

Futur antérieur (future perfect) S < E < i < R

Table 3. Grammatical tense and Reichenbach perspective: relations between current event and E
(last one), R (reference point) and S (speech time)

The last stage consists in determining the possible rela-
tions between successive events. We will first have a look
at the basic algorithm. In the example, we have a sequence
of clauses as follows (begin=1 stands for a fictitious event
corresponding to the speech time), with number of event,
tense of the verb (pp=past perfect, pqp=pluperfect), lemma
of the verb.

1 begin
2 ver_pp ’diminuer’ (decrease)
4 ver_pp ’réunir’ (meet)
5 ver_pp ’échouer’ (fail)
8 ver_pqp ’évoquer’ (consider)
9 ver_pqp ’rejeter’ (reject)

The algorithm will then introduce a relation between
speech time and each event according to its tense (past or
future, so here 2 < 1, 4 < 1, 5 < 1,...), add that e1 is during
t0, and use table 2 to introduce relations between succes-
sive events. Event 4 follows event 2 so we look at the table
for (pp,pp) which the same as (sp,sp) in current french, and
find 2{e, b, m, s, d, f, o}4. The same is found between 4
and 5. Then (pqp,pp) yields a relation between 5 and 8:
{e, b}. Finally we have between 8 and 9, from (pqp,pqp):
{b, m, o, e, s, d, f, bi, mi}. At each stage, the graph is satu-
rated and if an inconsistency appears, we come back to the
state before the last introduced event. Looking at the graph
we see that nothing is inferred between 5 and 9, while the
use of the pluperfect indicates that 9 have occcured before
the sequence 2-5. This is the problem addressed in part by
the method inspired by Reichenbach’s work.

The interpretation following Reichenbach would con-
sider two variables: E, the last event introduced, R the ref-

erence point and S, the speech time (=event 1). For the
explanation, only the sequence of tenses is relevant since
there is only one date and no temporal connector between
clauses. This is how E and R evolve, and the relation be-
tween the current event and E, R and S, using Table 3 (for
readability we left the symbol "<", but it should be seen as
{b, m, o, e, s, d, f}):

+ event E R relations new E new R
2(pp) 2<S 2 2
4(pp) 2 2 E<4<S 4 4
5(pp) 4 4 E<5<S 5 5
8(pqp) - 5 8<R<S 8 5
9(pqp) 8 5 E<9<R 9 5

There are special rules for updating E and R when there
is a change of tense depending whether the new tense needs
a temporal perspective (plupefect, future perfect) (e.g. pp(5)
to pqp(8), then R becomes the previous E, and E is reset to
nothing), or not (all others tenses, then E and R are reset
when there is a change).

6. Comparing theories of temporal interpreta-
tion

Our methodology has been used to compare a few strate-
gies for the pragmatic level of discourse temporal interpre-
tation. For each text we have made two series of measures:
one on annotation relations (thus disjunctions of Allen rela-
tions are re-expressed as disjunctions of annotation relations
that contains them), and one on equivalent Allen relations
(which arguably reflects more the underlying computation,



while deteriorating the measure of the actual task). We then
used finesse and coherence to estimate our annotation made
according to the method described in the previous sections.

We tried it on a limited set of newswire texts (from AFP),
for a total of about 200 events. Each one of these texts has
between 10 and 40 events. The human generated graphs
have between 12 and 266 edges for an average of 115. The
system average size was about 170 (for the last two methods
combined, with more edges for the last one). We averaged
this on the number of texts. Results are shown Table 4.

The first strategy is a "random" annotation made in the
following way: to each pair of successive events in a text,
we choose a random annotation relation. Then we saturate
the graph of constraints and we compare with the human
annotation. This strategy has poor results except for the
coherence on Allen relations, which is very high maybe be-
cause random unrelated annotations do not produce a lot of
coherent additional information and re-expressed as Allen
relations they result in very disjunctive information (thus
trivially coherent)4.

The second one is a baseline using a similar strategy but
assuming every event is in the order it has in the text (so
instead of having a random relation between consecutive
events, we always generate "before"). Again, coherence in
Allen relations is surprisingly high, but the rest is very low.

The third one is the strategy based on simple tense chain-
ing constraints. It was the first strategy we tried to check the
feasability of this kind of study.

The last one is based on a filtered, localised Reichenbach
model that performs better on coherence while damaging fi-
nesse a lot. This one takes less risk since it may "reset" the
interpretation to record more local constraints and is per-
haps more precise about the information it gives. Nonethe-
less, when it is converted back to the simplest annotation
relations, there is not much difference with the more basic
model, and it’s even slightly worse. At first glance, it seems
that the venerable ideas of Reichenbach are tricky to apply
to real texts, where local coherence may not be ideal. We
still have to analyse precisely what really happens here, but
it means at least that we have to keep the measure on Allen
relations to study more finely the methods used.

To the best of our knowledge, only [9] and [12] mention
having tried this kind of annotation 5. The former consid-
ers only relations between events in a same sentence, and
the latter did not evaluate their method until they enrich it
with a learning stage [11]. They indicate good results (about
75%) in both recall and precision on unambiguous (atomic)
relations, but this is only on a partial ordering, and includes
relations between dates and both events or dates (a much
easier task, since dates are almost always explicitely, if not

4We have not investigated that unexpected effect yet.
5A lot of other proposals have not been evaluated beyond a set of fab-

ricated examples, see among others [19, 8, 6].

unambiguously, related to an event). It seems to us that the
measures we propose reflects more accuratly the difficulty
of the task.

Finally, it is worth remembering that human annotation
itself is a difficult task, with potentially a lot of disagree-
ment between annotators. For now, our texts have been an-
notated by two experts, with an a posteriori resolution of
conflicts. We therefore have no measure of inter-annotator
agreement which could serve as an upper bound of the per-
formance of the system. But we also did an experiment to
see how human can agree on this task without too much
training. We took 7 subjects to whom we explained the no-
tion of relations between events and how to decide them and
gave them a short newswire text to annotate (the text had 12
events, which were underlined in the text so only relations
were to be added). The results were, as expected, not very
good: on average on 42 comparisons6, finesse = 0.51 and
coherence is .49 for Allen relations, and finesse= .58 and
coherence = .55 for annotation relations.

We are in the process of building a larger corpus of texts
with precise annotation from experts, with an evaluation of
the agreement between them7.

Last, one could argue that trying to reach that level of
precision in finding temporal relations in a text is irrealis-
tic, and that humans don’t do it and focus on the important
temporal relations. This would have to be investigated but
it appears difficult to implement something similar from a
methodological point of view. Establishing a standard an-
notation for a text would still be an issue; moreover one runs
the risk of getting only the obvious, explicit relations, while
it has been shown that humans can agree on relations they
had not seen by themselves, if they are asked a posteriori.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a method to handle tem-
poral information in natural language texts, which tries to
bridge the gap between natural language processing meth-
ods and knowledge representation techniques. Using well-
studied inference processes is used for two tasks: improv-
ing the extraction of information, and helping the evalua-
tion and comparison of the extracted information. Our pi-
lot study shows the possibilities of combining techniques
and leaves a lot of room for improvements and experimen-
tation. We have chosen the simplest form of reasoning to
stay within reasonable computational bounds but different
models could be tried, as long as the target representation
is linked but separated from the inference model. A lot of

6The measures are not symmetric because we consider only the events
correctly found by one annotator against the other one, regarded as the
correct annotation; however, note that precision(a,b)=coherence(b,a).

7Preliminary tests let us believe that measures around 0.7-0.8 should be
reached, although not without effort.



Method F (Allen) C (Allen) F (Ann. rel.) C (Ann. rel.)
"Random" baseline 0.04 0.78 0.05 0.02
"Before" Baseline 0.03 0.84 0.03 0.015
Basic constraints 0.49 0.55 0.23 0.31

Modified Reichenbach 0.195 0.75 0.215 0.225

Table 4. Comparing methods

tuning still has to be made to reach good results, but we also
hope to help the task of the human in specifying temporal
knowledge (as this is far from obvious from the agreement
we observe between humans) and by bootstrapping the an-
notation either in a semi-automated way, or as a starting
point for learning algorithm, as in [11].
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